TAPE".•11
Anthropological, I think that anthropogical, as far as I am concerned
it is an important part of it.
The. way I see this paper which should last about two hours is we
have this film, O.K. and maybe five minutes is a little long, that
is a very long film.
O.K., good.
Maybe three minutes.
Fine.
enough to show what you decide you want to show on the film and
then a discussion of fife and drum corps history, a bit, explaining
that it's mainly centered in New England and that it started as
a civilian part of the military sort of thing, or however,
EO

An offshoot.
An offshoot of it, and that it has changed considerably through time
and in different places that it has included various instruments
and that there are various types of corps, I mean you don't have
to give every bloody fact that's ever known, but just enough
to show the diversity and to show that it subdivides itself. O. K.
And then center on the Ancient Mariners. They sound the most
interesting to me.

EO

They are.
But what you do with the Ancient Mariners is use them, use the
information about them to show how they differ musically and
everything else from other groups. I mean you can learn about
other groups through the Ancient Mariners, through the
discussion of the Ancient Mariners, and not only discuss the
music and the music making and the teaching and all this sort
of thing, but the organization ~as a social thing too. I mean
why you get together, its musical but its more than that.

EO

Yes, it is more than that . . .
And the sorts of things you do, and this is really an important
part of the paper as far as I am concerned because this is what
makes the whole thing tick for you as well as the music .

EO

Of course, part of it is being too dui> to do anything else, and
part of it is getting involved so early .. .
We reject that.

EO

so early that you don't know any way out.

Like I joined ...

No your trapped for very definite reasons and my reaons I am interested in.

EO

I joined, I started fifing I think it was 39 years ago so consequentl)
I never learned anything else, I never learned to ride a bycycle
never learned to swim, never got involved in sports, I never got
involed in anything. And I think of all the good times I missed
out playing the damn fife, but I was too stubborn not to do it
and now it is too late to change, you know so everything I am
involved in, its the fraternity, its kind of a religous experience
and I have very few friends who aren't fifers & drummers, very,
I don't think I have any. When we got married, you know, the
priest that married me was a fifer, and I had a fife in my pocket
But I think this is part of it if this kind of ... do you feel
that way about fifing and drumming.
I was not fifing as early as Eddie was.

EO

He is not as old as I am.
He has me beat by a few years , but I' have been in it about 25 years.
And why did you do it.

EO

Too dumb to otherwise.
Yes, you can't pin it down.
Well have to delete that,

you will have to be disbugged .

But if you could put your finger on it a little, why.
It is the fraternal thing.
It is very important.
EO Well we do have one thing in the Mariners . I think we brought to
a head all of the good fraternal aspects of drum corps in our
own corps so that.

What is the Philadelphia mummers?
EO

Joe lives hours away from rehearsal, he lives way up in the mountains
in Ridgefield, our membership is spread all over the state and down
into New York, so it is not always easy to get the fellows together
but they get together because we enjoy each other's company, we have
known each other for so long.
We have seldom had a serious moment at a meeting.

EO Well we only have one meeting, we have one meeting a year.
A comment on a couple of things that I have observed about the
corps, musically and socially, I have attended one of their
full , regular rehearsals without warning them in advance that I

was coming, that was when I was staying with Ed and I had
time that particular eveningso I went to it, but a key point
in differentiating the Mariners from the other corps is their
attitu~on music which is quite unlike most of the other corps.
Yes, you do a lot of tradtional stuff that you have heard in
one place or another, but I know of no other corps where a leader
came and spent a good deal of time with me and said Hey would
you like to do more things associated with the see in the 18th
Century and drinking songs and things like that, so we sat down
in my Parlor and I played a whole series of 18th Century drinking
songs and sea songs, some of which ultimately were incorporated
into some of the melodies at one point, so there is an active
searching for tunes, not on scholarly basis, not on the library
basis but just ask somebody who might know, of what he had in
mind and then I know a real effort to make these into a musically
interesting presentation, the Mariners melodies are considerable
better than most corps now .
Well what is the ...
I don't know why, that's one of the ~uestions to find out there .
This is a question and it should be included .
Yes .
I think the
Then the next thing about this is if you see a mariner rehearsal
thee is a sense for an outsider at least, a sense of very much
like watching a german group doing
. There will
be a lot of yaking around, a grman choir, there will be all sorts
of yaking around, but when the director drops his baton or his
stick, there on, if they are not on he picks it up and starts
over again . I remember seeing that the night I was there you had
a false star·t, the false startwas something lJ:.ike maybe a tenth
of a second one guy came in slightly late, you started over.
from that point there, any mistakes are immediatly

but the precision of the group are established in those rehearsals
just the introduction was handled just they way it would be by
a regular trained conductor. That is we aren't going to play it
all the way through we are going to practice our coming into
together the first measure ten times, he doesn't even say so, he
just says again, again and again . I don't know how many other
corps have that kind of disapline which is completely a matter of
the corps own decision . It is self imposed to the extent that the
leader who drops the baton is not by any means necessary the way
he is, in fact he isn't the real leaaer of the group.
EO

He looks good .
He looks good, he is put up there, he puts the good show on and
he looks as though he is running the whole thing but he a:ht running
that group by any stretch of the imagination where in a lot of other
corps the guy who is up there for rehearsal directing them is the
guy who is actually the musical director of the thing.

Who is running the group?
EO

Well, the whole bunch of us, we have all sorts of funny titles
that have been adapted to the navy, so I was in the army, so I
never can remember them. I'm the Commordore which corresponds
as being the president. I'm still the treasurer because nobody
wanted to take the books over. Eddie Jesinskey is first fifer
and I think they are going to revive chief musician and give
that to him. Ciaglia is second fifer, Pace is first drummer,
chief drummer.
But Pace may be Chief drummer but he likes to have Ed Lemley not
to far behind.

EO

He is a great <levity of Kenney Lemley taught Pace everything he
knows and Pace doesn't like to have Lemley more than a couple
.of feet from him, your absolutely right, but Kenny is working
nights and no able to make rehearsal to much, but Pace is coming
down and working like hell.
But Bill Pace is a good whip too.

EO

Oh yes.
Thats a good reason for putting him in as chief drummer
You mean you don't necessarily take the old terminology for members?
No, we are nautical groups so we try to stick . ..

EO

We adapt ourselves to the thing and most of us can't remember what
It is supposed to be, its terrible,what is your title.
And the worst thing of all is to have the civilian's stand around
and hear us before going on the field, What are we going to play .
I don't know, Wh:t do you want to play. That happens to be very
folk.

Is anybody in the group a sai lor ,
EO

Igues some of the fellows have been in the Navy, I suppose.
Well of c~urse, the Ancient Mariners.
I have been thinking that you are the Ancients .
We don't
I think to you what you said about precision, Its kind of a unique
corps, also in that for the most part, the people that are in it.
Now we are tops in all the drum corps
whether its
fifing or drumming and I think it would be fair to say especially
about the Mariners.

Now what ...
And I think we are fed up with the stiffness in other corps, you
know its a fun thing to be able to go down to a field when you know
it is a large muster or something and literally sai you don't know,
Guys what are we going to play. Well lets see who s here , Do you
think we can cut this . We have had it with the program.

Yea, if they know they are going to a muster or something they are
preparing their stand piece for weeks.
EO

Longer than that. We will work on that for year, to make sure that
we do presentable job, and if we don't do a presentable job we are
not to happy about it.
Your speaking as a typical corps, not Mariners.

EO

No . our corps.

We are concerned about that and as we are talking on this to joe
about this on the way up, we have some fantastic young fifes, two
of them are music school graduates that
us, they play
Back and Betoven and doing fantastic things. And they want to
get into competition. There are different contests. We are
a non competitive group, one of the few things we don't do is
compete. But there is no reason why the individuals shouldn't
compete , we told them go mead, great maybe you can attract some
more fifers because we need all we can get.
They went up to a contest a couple of weeks ago in Newington
and at first they wouldn't let them in because Ciaglia wasn't
wearing shoes, and he said well this is part of my uniform.
Isn't that neat.

They said well you can't even come in this building, you dont
have shoes one, and it was snow, 20° out but he never wears
shoes, and he has a long beard , and the hair and crazy glasses.
Fantastic glasses. O.K. you can go it but stay over in the corner
somewhere, don't let people see you. So then they wanted to
play reading music because it was a Betoven duet and they weren't
that positive of it yet, and this of this brought all sorts of
things. They had to have a big meeting about that well you
are going to have to deduct 5 points if you compete with reading
music. So they said well we are not going to bother. And they
didn't compete and it was written up in the paper that they
competm and they lost and they got 64. And when Pace saw that
he went through the ceiling. He said I don't mind them competing
so long as they win. This is terrible. Gallagher, our lawyer,

on his legit stationary wrote. I'm sure there will be a correction
on the next issue of that paper. Just fine . If they are going to
play we try to play well. We like to fool around alot but we don't
like to do a bad job . If we feel like we are going to do a bad
job then we just won't go out ...
I
Or we will put it down to something that is not quite, that doesn't
have the difficulty. I think the difference is, I didn't mean to
infer that there wan't a self-imposed demand on us to play well ,
They take their music seriously but not the
The rehearsals .
There ale around, there's hard stuff around, you know it is inbetween
the tunes there are all-kinds of r ukas.
I 1:nve been amazed sometime s at how well.
Did you say that.
EO

Pardon me .
You take your music seriously but not yourselves .

EO

I always used to like to say that but he just stole it .
I think thats beautiful, I'm going to put that up on the bullitin
board.

EO

I probably heard that from somebody else .
No, that's all right.
He, s t ole it from me actually.
I can think of a few pairs.

EO

No, I wrote that in a letter to . somebody one time and I think it
was as a result of our show with the acting Minutemen . Did I
ever tell about the
No, but they take themselves very seriously.
We have a lot of groups that have come about because of the
Bicentennial, they are very popular and probably very correct and
they look great and I'm sure that they do everything, as Gallagher
says they sit on their
and combing thier mustaches all day
long, but anyway they are probably.
They shouldn't have moutaches for .
I

EO

•

That's true, I know, they have them, but they are very popular
and very straight and we were going up to the Acton Minu tement
Muster one time, and we all piled into this fellow Norm Ott's bus.

In other words, Pace , 0 1 brien and myself , and O'brien and I get .
was given Pace a hard time because he was the only republican on
the bus, we gave him a bad tim'e , all the way up, really
time and we had all the corps ale in the back of the bus. So
naturally we would kept hitting the ale, so naturally we got lost.
We got into Rhode Island, we were in there for an hour , we couldn ' t
get out . We would stop, how do we get to Massadusetts, I don't
know.
I'm surprised there was that much of Rhode Island.

1

No, we drove around and around and then we finally got to Acton
and all the corps are lined up, standing at attention waiting
for the parade , we drove up, we opened the door and we got out.
and all of the ale cans fell onto the driveway. What's that.
Is this Acton . We threw the cans bak into the bus . We went
looking for the rest of the corps, they weren 1 t there but little
by little they started showing up and we were expecting the McGwan
brothers that day. So we said Well , better wait , we need some
more men. So we said we will go in the parade last, because we
want these follows to show up . This they took to be some special
privelge that we wanted. I heard about this later.
This was our first mistake. So we went out, we marched last'.
Gallagher went out with us, he went out with us . and half way
through the parade he though he had a heart attack. And I told
him it was because he never played good music before. But anyway
he said help me . So we took him over to the side, and we had
to get a squad car and go to the Concord Hospital , and the car
went out in the field . and some guy with a clip board come over .
You going to stand up, No, we aren't st~nding up , well be out
when you want us. Then they went over to the parade. This didn't
go over to well, because all corps had to stand there for retreat
or review or something. And then they said you have to go on now.
Well we aren't going to go on until we find out what happened to
this guy in the hospital. You have to go on right now. So ther
was a1 big hullabuloo about that. We have never been invited back
to AC on . We got a long letter and I wrote a letter back trying
to explain our philosophies . But there are a lot of corps that
take things like that very seriously. And I dont really been
to laught at them, that·':s there thing. You know.
What I wanted t o have and I may yet manage to work out the
mechanics of it is a program with the Mariners on a thing like
our friends day, where they are a little bit late for their
second appearance , and we have got the crowd all waiting for
them and they are supposed up at the northern end of the green
near the tavern, and I want to have the bell ring for them to
play and have t hem come pouring out of all the windows of
the tavern.
Well we have a couple of new things in t he works, new only in that
they have never been completed before. A couple of the guys
got together and built a treasure chest to carry the equipment
in, a big enourmous trailer , a great looking thing, we did a little

work on it a couple of weeks ago, so this is going to carry all the
equipment, in Yale and everything and then Carl Balestracci took
a casting from the Basket hilt of that 1812 cutlass that I have and
he had them all gast up in brass and that he got all german blades
put on them , s o we have about 8 or 9 .. of these cutlasses. and we
have a Navy bell that was from the U.S.S. Josie Custaniel, and we
feel that it is very proper that we should have this because
Josie Custaniel was Sec. of Navy when they did away with grog,. so
every time we have a drink we have on to Jose. Carl Balestracci
built this great big, he calls it the bell tower . which really doesn't
sound nautical but hes Italian and I guess he thinks of
Great big monstrous thing with _s lots for all of the cutlasses and
he got an iron tongue off an old wagon and he and his uncle and his
father bent it on an old forge and they got the bel l hanging in the
middle, and he took it down to rehearsal Tuesday right. He walked
in and he ran to his f.a ther, What happened1
It fell out of the
truck and the whole thing smashed .
Oh no .

The bell is all right and the cutlasses are all right.
The bell tower is not
because its so different that you thought perhaps the Mariners were
not a proper group .
for what.
To dwell on them at all .
EO

We are not typical.
That's the main pint, about the Mariners, 1 thi nk you will get
distracted from the main point of the paper would be by the, basically
by the antics of the Mariners, which are A-typical. Except that I
Except that I, I don't think that we have to stress just because of
they are the Mariners, we have to stress the funny stuff that goes
one and I think that really in 20 minutes how much can you talk abou
anyway . I think that the purpose is to give a sterotype of all
fife and drum corps which is a little unrealistic anyway, you woa ldn't
~want to compartimentalize the idea of fifing and drumming and I
think it is a lot more important to maybe present one corps and just
concentrate on the kind of things that you want to bring out on the
corps which I think will accomplish our purpose and make it very
attractive and
Well I suggest, I have given you a starting of a series of five
minute breakdowns on it and let Bonnie see that just in terms of
that's just to begin compartimentalizing the thing . O.K. I think
somewhe re you have got jthe relationship why here. Now it doesn't
have to be necessarily the first thing. You can sum it up in
terms of how it is fixed. Although I think you would have to spend
a minute or two explaining why you are here and then get Ed right
in as quickly as possible to get either the current picture today
and then back into the history with the slides. You can go back
and forth.

Whoever does what you are going to have to stick to a script .
Oh, yes .

Absolutely, I couldn•t agree more , when I worked with a timed
program I use a complete script and I practice it through a
number of times, timing it .
EO

Well the slide presentation I have everything typed up on that.
It is a long presentation, we would have to probably choose
Well , look, we are going to be, there is another meeting one to
four the O:tober thing. What is the date for the ...
Regent meeting?
No,

When is the abstract due.

April 1st.
April 1st . Well the abstract is one of the first things that has
to be done . How close to the paper we have to stay to thecestract.
Oh sometimes they go quite often.
The abstract only needs to summarize what the
are in tie presentation and why it belongs in the

of points
musicologict

You have to have the major things.
O.K. April 9th . Are you going to be able to make that April 9th.
That's for the Connecticut Teacher Library.
EO

Oh, is that thing on , I haven't heard anything about it.
I had gotten that letter.

The last

Well Maryanna, attended my . . .
EO

What am I supposed to do .
Essentially I have been asked

EO

I beginning to feel ~ike somebody just winds me up and points me
in different directions. I'm not just referring to this , I am
just referring to my life in drum corps latelyt everytime I tJ..rn
around. You know I found out one thing , I don t ever want to
get the company meetings late or miss them anymore, because every
time I do I have got another job. That is how ZI became editor
of this damn pa per. I came a half an hour late, and ch by the way .

Well this is actually pert i nent to this April 9th meeting is pertinent
to the paper I think. ·>
What is that Wednesday, ls that· possible?
is a Tuesday .

Because I lo.ow the 8th

Yes it is.
But this April 9th meeting I have been asked by the resources
division of the Connecticut Library Association to do a workshop
for Connecticut Librarians on Revolutionary Music in the Revolution.
As soon as they put i t clearer_ to me what they wanted I said O. K.
You have got to tie it into the most important thing in Revolutionar
music and in the early music are going on in Connectic ut right now
and we have got to get the Connecticut people in . I said I want
two people on the program with me, I wanted Ed Osen because I
want somebody to explain this whole business of the fifing and
drumming that centered in Connecticut that has its roots in the
18th Century . I said we wont be staying right to Revolutionary
war in this case but I want the clear explanation of understaning
for librarians of what these resourses are what this maens to have
what is essentially a full \
in your own community. They must
recognize this. You see I tried a num~e r of years ago at the
Newport Folk Festival to do more with this, I got them as far
as getting Sam Byers up here and through Sam and Ralph Rinsler
we got a representative group that Ed pulled together to perform
at Newport.
EO

Who was the fellow in charge of the whole thing?

What was his name?

Ralph Rinsler .
EO

No, no , I mean the one that ...
ran that particular wor kshop?

EO

The one that put the whole festival on , he also put the Jazz Festival
on.
Oh, yes,

EO

He liked the fifing and drumming~ry much , I don't know about anybody
else , but I figures as long as the top man cou]d likeit, we were all
set .
But the next step was to have been the Newport Folk Festival
underwriting a collector to attend some of the musters and
j o llification and do a proper sound film on it, but, they were
willing to get this simple play thing on but noone followed through
to do anything more with it , so I made an effort then to get
one in Weslayan, to get the archives in Weslayan, I was basically
responsible for getting the archives there, and that film by the
way
all the monthly and nothing happened there.

EO

I lost quite a bit of music on that operation.
yes, through Bob Clark.

EO

And through one of his f r iends .
No , through Bob Clark.
Did they misplace it?

EO

No, they said let me borrow this, you know I don't like to loan
things like that .
You have l earned a lesson, don i t .

EO

Even though I don't read them, I save it.
Well speaking of all
and all that kind stuff, you know,
editing a meeting may also have
film showi ng and slides
showing an indication of
. You might in addition
to this offer
and suggest that it could be
by your lengthy slide show.
Your half hour slide show .

EO

Well , look ...
life musicians.

EO

Can I make this request?
Definitely .

EO

If you two would set the thing up, I would be happy to work in
any frame that you feel that I can handle , you know , and we could
take it f r om there .
O. K • • •.

EO

We are dealing with something that is not in my . . . .
We are, Ed, what we are doing, is we are dealing with something
that is in
, absolutely thourough . And you
demonstm.ted alx>ut 100 t i mes in the last hour of two as I have
mentioned this corps, that corps , and you have given me the
specific dates when they started and when they did this , and when
they did that .

EO

I might be lying you know.
All right, your terribly convi ncing . And the , whenever I pinned
you down on a date you have usually bemable _to document it .
Now , whaver he makes a historical comment he
it with
things that are of sociological significance to whatever group
you are talkingabout .

So basically,
You do it on time, that's the thing. It means you underwrite ...
Do you know the
on, do you know the work of
of Lumsford ,
William Baskin?
No, Baskin,
Lumsford, not William Baskin. Baskin,
Lamar, Lumsford was one of the first imformants of Cicil Sharp
and a number of other collectors in the appalachi.n mountains,
but he becomes the prototype of the informant in the territory
who when a young collector comes in and gets his machine all
fouled up the member of the folk says look here do it this way,
1, 2, 3 , Lumsford himself became a very fine collector and
commentator on the appalachansfrom the inside. As he became
aware of what it was, people outside found significance. This
is the case with Ed. All I am concerned with basically is
Debbie providing the interpretation and the lines on which we
can draw from it the understarrli..ng. There is noone who knows
the group better all the way around, both in terms of the way
they operate now and the way they have operated in the past.
And you have got to just keep working to draw out the things
that mean something to ethnamusicologists. Out of the wealter
of information that Ed has got. Ed has so much .
It seems to me that the most intelligent way to handle the thing
like this, well because there are so many paths to take and if
we start to do that it is going to be.
You cannot do it?
No ,

In my letter to you ,

You defined the folk.
Yes, I defined the folk and I ...
Is it a folk, incidentally?
It depends on how you are using it.
well be A Folk.

If it is A music it might as

I have a copy here too.
Do you remember when I outlined different catagories that you could
think of if you were going to approach something ethnamusicological?
And then I gave examples of what I mean in the fifing of drumming
contest . Well when you
over there you can
who was particularly juicy.

EO

Everything I read over I made a mental note that I am going to
read this again .
And you never did.

EO

To be perfectly frank I didn't.
It's O. K.

EO

And I thought, sure as hell I would have the chance to do it again
before coming up here but I didn't.
Yes, I know, its o.k .
The only thing that I tried to do is if we approach something
from a catagory, if they were going to talk to the catagory
of institutionalization or the catagory which is concerned with
individuals as a citizen group, if they fit into a fife and
drum corps , or something like that, then we have a folk, then
no matter how much you try to stick to the folk you are alw~
bringing in all other aspects that surround the group and you
end up talking to a larger subject then just say individual
••¥ersus group, but I think that the important thing is, and correct
me If I am wrong, I think the important this is to start off
with trying to limit yourself to one focus .

EO

Is that being with the Ancient Mariners?
Yes , let's say for instance, and then .

EO

The only reason that Joe and I get turned off to solllthing like this
and it is not valid in this situation, we are very careful in our
corps how we puch the corps because wv are involved in a much bigger
organization , we are involved in the Company of Fifers and Drummes
which was founded 10 years ago, we had our 10th anniversary meeting
last week, and it was something nobody ever thought would work. I
didn't think it werk, but it did work . we started out with bery
small now we, with the three corps we took in last week, we have
100 organiations including three in Switzerland and the rest of the
are in this country. Everytime you turn around you trip over a
Mariner, now the organization was started by Bill Pace from the
New York Regimenta ls . It started ote as a committee. The vicechairman . the chairman was Ken Dowling of Fairfield , the vicechait'man was myself and the secretary was Bill Pace of the
New York Regimentals. Then we became the Company and we formed
a little different structure . ..

END OF SIDE I

EO

stay as far in the background as possible. I know this is a
different field now, people are not aware, people are not fed up
in seeing the Mariners because they are not acquainted with the
Mariners.
No, but there is a thing here. When anthropologists study a
they publish on it, they change the name of the
village because it could bring future attention to that village
that was unwanted by the villages and that very possibly could
happen here. If you would rather not have them mentioned ...
the future attention centered on the Mariners.

EO

No , I'm not concerned with any damage to our corps.
Not damage ...

EO

I'm concerned with other people getting turned off and saying
Oh, this group again , we are sick and tired of hearing about them.
and we are concsious about that, we don't want to ...
Yes, but this is want I am saying I could be mentioned quite a
number of times again as a result of it.
Well, I think the point I am concerned with is still that same one
that the Mariners is a typical , and that what I am concerned about
is I think what we need to get is what was the state of corps up
to 15 years ago , what is the point which came the recent burgening
of the corps themselves. The first Deep River Muster I went to
was about 40 or 40 corps and recently they were up to 80 or more.
A lot of them being newly formed junior corps. When was the
big burgening of the junior corps.

EO

I'd say, oh the junior corps, the junior corps have been around
for a long time.
They have been around for a long time but when did they begin
increasing ...

EO

I don't think in recent memory would be appropriate to say in the
periord .. .
Or is it just that they just recently been coming to musters?

EO

No, The first Deep River thing was 1949, that was a field day.
In spite of the fact that they . you have a poster that says 100th.

EO

Well that was because of the print. I put down anniversary and
he took it off. He though it wouldn't balance out. It was supposed
to be the x anniversary muster, he says well this throws it off so
it became the x year muster and everybody in Deep River is now
convined that they have had musters for hundreds of years.
Oh isn't that awful .

That's amazing .
EO

We have had worse than that. We have had one year where I had a
preliminary publication come out and I'm saying the muster as
so and so anniversary and when the poster came out it had a different
one on it. We used to get the poster for nothing so we couldm't
complain. We had to take what we could get.
But, after that .. .
So the

is the written word, so much for that.

Well I first got around to this when I started cross checking
the you know one of the early musters that I went to
said it was the 93rd muster, then it became the 94th, 95th then
the next one was the 98th muster . yes, they are very good. Have
you seen the display on some of thos muster posters. For a while
they had a guy that was very funny and his musters and the numbers
didn't match so that I began asking people and I didn't get the
real truth out of Ed Olsen I get another version, I got one story
from Ed Olsen I got another one from Foxee Carlson, but I know
now that the, I knew sometime ago that this was, that two years
ago when the had the 100th annivers~ of the Deep River Muster
that it wasn1t quite that old. 1949?
EO

Well we need 100th anniversary muster once in a while.
That was Ed;s answer to when I commented, I had some questions on
the 200th anniversary of the Mattatucks, and I was protesting in
my· stuffy way about the lack of documentation fo~ this on the
Mattatucks and Ed's answer was that we need a corps that old.

EO

Thus for our legitamacy.
Well I am beginning to think perhaps we shouldn't concentrate on
the Mariners. Since I suggested it can I withdraw it.

EO

We should or we shouldn't
We should not.

EO

O.K. I'll tell you a typical corps. A typical corps is Lancraft
They are a major corps. They are not what they used to be but
they were the whole mountain king and they are a typical corps.
Typical, Competitively successful corps. They are different
from a Connecticut Valley Corps which is more ...
And they have something else which I think is particularly important.
The mixture of things, now do you remember my little summary of the
the Lancrafts when they played here.

No .
I commented on their color guard.

Tell them about their color guard.

Oh, I don't remember.
EO

It has been a tradition in Lancraft for a number of years that they
have Indians in the color guard. And they used to have some pretty
scruffy looking indians in the old days
in awful
looking suits and then finally they decided to spend a lot of money
and buy Indian suits. I don't know if I am going to tell the same
thing that you feel but anyway I'n. tell them what McKinley
told me. And they bought these great looking shamey suits with
these fantastic big headresses, totally appropriate for New England
and McKinley Candor who I am sure you are aware of, Andersonville,
he was a fifer by the way, a good dnm corps man he would come up
to the muster and was astounded, they are wearing Dakota suits,
this is terrible, it really turns, the only thing in thw whole
muster that turned him off. I think he was about ready to run out
and tear them off, the feathers, just
Spirit Lake and
he was very much into Indian affairs . They are happy. What the
hell is
for. It looks good.
I have to write these little things in such a way that I give a
presentation on the corps without insulting them . In otherwords
I can't say what I really think about some of the corps that come
here. I don't have control over this, I am required at certain
times to bring a certain number of performing groups, if I had
my choice I would wipe them all out, at least in performing at
Sturbridge unless we were .doing a special muster or something
like that. But from a strictly historical 1790, 1840 point of
view there aint a single corps in New England including our own
that would really match all of the historical points that ought
to be covered here. We have come pretty close with our own little
outfit but that is because I sit on top of it all of the time.
But, this is the way I wrote it up there, there are too types
of Ancient corps in New England, traditional and revival. Traditional
corps such as Lancraft perform today use drum bets and tunes passed
on orally from members fathers, grandfathers and great granfathers.
Their uniforms and traditions have developed over the periord of
the years and they include elements from different eras of american
history and from the corps existence. When Lancraft fife and drum
corps was founded in 1888 , you correct my dates if I am wrong on
this, its uniform was a military cadette style. Around World War
I it adoped the colonial
blue which is now worn and also
evolved plains indian garb for the color guard, friends still
a hallmark of the corps . It is likely that the color guards outfit
was inspired by the Buffalo Bill Wild West show who toured New
England at the turn of the century.

EO

They probably incorporated that in the history.
Traditional corps operate therefore very much like folk groups,
consciously and unconsciously adapting their music and their
traditions from their own experiences and pleasure. Now that,
I got stuck with the Lancraft in this case because the p:id:ures they
showed me that I went by on their uniforms didn't include their
color guard and this particular ' ene was a Time Magazine photo

and it didn't include their color guard, Osting had written the
article as a matter of fact, and then I sent for a picture and God
there is this color guard, what am I going to do with that, so
I telephoned ...
EO

They figured obviously you were as sneaky as we were when we also
say that our uniforms are authentically researched .
As a matter of fact you are not that far ...

EO

No we are closer than we like to believe.
Well, remember when I ~rought you that picture of the sailor and

EO

Well, I got a picture of a british b
we are close, same pants and everything.

in 1760 something,

Oh my God, we got to get one of them. Look, how are we going to
proceed from here, I mean how are you going to ...
EO

I would like to suggest that perhaps Debbie and Art get something
together, I will be happy to work in anyway I that you suppose I
should.
O.K. Debbie

EO

suppose you make the

You to figure it out
Debbie and Bonnie are together. Can Debbie do a preliminary that
you will check and say fits o.k. the enthinimusicological side
of it and then I will, then you send that up to me and I will
put in what I see as some of the other important aspects as I see
the corps in this sense.
Then you, when you send it back
framework once again.

to me I will out it into the

Yes, get it into the framework

that will be acceptable, because
the first thing that you have to do is get on the program, that's
the first

We have got to send up some sort of abstract.
You can't do anything if you don't get on the program, and somebody
has been turned down already, Nie Tawless paper was turned down on
parlor music as not being pertinent to ethnamusicology.
You know what, I am really concerned.
I happen to agree with him.
Really
Yes.
Why did he present it right.

Well, because Nie is not all that interested because the ethnalogical
aspects don't operate in parlor music, because parlor music is a
whole series of individuals and it is a sociological phenominon but
I don't think it, I thinkk did not at any point depend upon traditions, there were no traditions that developed . A few individual
pieces might have stayed on, but it never developed to this kind of
a traditional framework .
Well, you know. ..
For example, one of the things you two have got to get together is
a full series of questions . How many of the fifers and drummers
could actually read music years ago? How many can read it now?
EO

More can read it today than used to be able to. I don't read .
every8ody in the corps reads, but I don~, but when I started
nobody read .

Most

So it wa s completely oral.
EO

Some people have learned, in other corps there were undabtedly
people who read, and I would say that there are a lot more readers
today then ever before .
Bat see, these are important points that somehow have to be
worked out . In other words, I think you have got to be asking, Ed,
the key musical questions, and the musicalogical questions so that
the points get brought out. In otherwords you approach it as an
ethnamusicological subject and make sure that the questions that
should be answered for musicologists, ethnamusicologists are brought
up. Now, who answers them for the final analysis on the paper I
don ' t give a damn, but either you in your presentation have to say
formalli, the majority, and if you can get a figure on it fine, if
you cant just make this statement, the majority of players in
earlier years did not read music . Whatever it is. The drums.

EO

The same thing on beating
for the drumming, it was a
completely different thing . Drummers had a code and the code by
which they would pick up the beats which had nothing to do with
musk! and fifers leaned by different
x and o ' s and numbers
Fifers learned by numerical codes , by tablets.
by tablets in Connecticut but I never ..•

EO

Fifers learned

I never knew of anyone in New York to do it that way. In New York
you just had somebody would play it, allright and you played it back .
We never used .. .
You didn ' t use x and o's?

EO

No, never heard of those until I moved to Connecticut .
O. K.

your getting a point different .

So we don't separate the anthropolig ical elements from the
musical elements.
No, of course not.

But you s ee unless you ask ..•

Unless I ask t hem the questions.
Make sure it s put back toget her again, but at a certain point
you have got to divde into these things . Re-read Sam.

O.K.
How did they learn, How were things transmitted? Did they
use the x and o ? Did they use the
system for the
fifes or did they as Ed said just literally l earned by ••.

EO

In New York, they use x's and o' s and numbers up there .
Numbers right.

EO

Gallagher learned by numbers.

Right.
You mean every note had a number.
No, every finger hole had a number.
So, i t is~still

~

tablerture.

numerical or on x and o . • •

EO

I t is a tablerture based on

I don't thinkit was that sophiticated in New York and Brooklyn
to do that . They just put the music up in front of us and
that can read it. w~ all looked at it.
O.K. Play something. Nobody knew what it wa s but it l ooked
great.
Well I told you abo~t the busbs s of watching Benny Americk who
has learned to read musi c but he
he can s i ght
read music reasonably well. I remember watching Ed , not Ed,
wat c hing him teach one of his classes and he had written the
music up in large and the kid played something th&t wasn't on
th1 music and Benny said No play it this way, and th~n he
played something else but he wa ;n't pl~ying wh~t was in front
of him.

EO

Well ther e were t hree vers i ons.

And I think the v~rsion that he has writ ten down was a. sligh t ly
d i ffennt ve rse ':oo. Tb.ii fact that thl!y , and S .n brought this
up, the fact that they used music does not mean that they are
not necessarily playing tradibdon. Because the players may
very well have learned to play long before they had the music
in front of him and it will be controlled by what they learned
and heard rather than cy-,

And you could safely say also that the snare drummer and
rudimental bass drummer, they d.o not read drum music, it is all
in another la.nguarge. '
EO

I had a. terrible thing happ·e n to me years ago, I was standing on
the corner of ~3rd ·Street and Jerry Mahoney an ex- IRA bomber at
the time, stoppe~ a;m:l.. said,' jump into my car, I am going out to
St. Cecilia. St 'G-ertrudes
I didn'tthink any rides
out of Broqklyh wa~ .worth it. The back of the Cadillac was all
packedc,full of drum corps. ' And we get 9ut• there and he said
you are going to teach the fife line.
, .
So, O. K. I get up there and they got this music up on this board
and I get up there, the music
not because
and a.11 these kids could read. I said all right let me hear you
play this.
Becase "they said.
I had to call the bugle, that's the last attempt I ever made
at teaching.
No that is way you refused to learn to, read music.

EO

No that's why I refused to teach.

Well the, at some point some of that variations, some of Ed's
variations on the music really should be
Well the thing is . •.

.

In fact I am going to take advantage of that right now and try
to get Ed play_some backing for me on a recording.
Is this from • •.

EO

No that's yours.
Oh thanks.

EO

I think O'Brien might has

a

in there, we have

Did you ever) get; I got O'Brien's famous sermon which is the
really scrougy bit of
Yeh, that's it .
EO

You should of have them read it last week, we went to an IRA
banquet
It is an authentic 1814 broadside. Thomas collection, it is a
marvalous satire of the entire sermon~

The Dog's Nose Society is in there.
EO

Yes, I thought it was in there someplace, there were two

different ..•

I think incidentally, I think one place ....
EO

This is only a list of members of Dog's Nose,
You were in the Dog's nose last night.
Well, as a matter of fact I think Debbie slipped into one of Ed's
little comic traps at one place in her paper.
Oh, did you really.
When she atarted explaining the Dog's nose.
The same thing as one of the Bob Clark's questionarre's. Bob
Clark tried a questionaire on drum corps at a muster. Anybody
who worked with the corps you know you don't do, and I read
through quite a number of them including where Ed Olson was
asked what do you think of, how do you feel at a muter . Ed
said thirsty.

EO

No, he had said how do you feel after a parade, I said thillty
and tired, and it turned out that George Carroll down in
Virginia said the same thing, and then there was one .••
What is your favorite piece of music and Ed said my new yellow
shoes .

EO

Did I say that?
One of Elvis Presley's ...

EO

My Blue Suede shoes.
It is a friend of Art's.
was a folk song collector and eventually got into
or anthorpoligy. He has some slight lapses
in ethnical understanding, but at any rate he sat with me and
we worked out a full summary of what otg::ht to be done for a
He

EO

He put a

convention together didn't he?

Yeh.
EO

"

But he also.
EO

I always remember the bad things.

He worked with me one afternoon, I expleined to him what the
significance of the corps were as full groups and why we should
be doing something about collecting them, and so forth. Fine.
And then I got down to Wesleyan a few years latter and found out
he had turned in a complete paper and proposal for these and
my name wasn't mentioned in this.
It was awful, you can read it .
as if Art Schrader never

David McAllister has it, and it
it.

So needless to say I was a little perturbed about this since
I gave him all the leads, sent him to Ed and everything else.
Fortunately I knew David well enough so that I got to read it.
Let's take it so that Bonnie and I will decide what the most
correct.
Art, what did you mean, one question abut .••
Share a lthing with the Rhode Island Historical Society.
If you, I have done, If you want to do it, with a note for me
to come and do a joint concert.

Is he at the Rhode Island Historical Society?
He is the editor of the Nathanial Green Papers.

EO

Nathanial Green is, incidentally was an ancester of Buzz Allen,
our, what's Buzz Allen, well he is on the paper.
Well he is the Vice President of the Company.

EO

Art Director.

We got to go.
Well we can do things here if you want, we can do them down there.
We have the Facilities here, we have, you will be able to get in
about a buck and buck md a halu a person as a college group, all
sorts of things can be done. If it is in July or August there
will be a parlor music hostess. One day in the tavern. Our fifes
and drums will be performing at least five days a week, doing
demonstrations. We can't get our choir going together except on
Fourth of July.

EO

You want to bring the whole group up on the Fourth of July.
A Fourth of July concert.

That would be an interesting thing .

Did you ever schedule the

of the scheduled events.

Where the PIO, the public information officer is doing their
best to drag ·this kind of
out of me ahead of time.
I will now be getting on the telephone to try to get a couple
more corps in the performance. You have no idea how many weeks
it takes to get a decision out af a fife and drum corps.
It sounds like doing fuel work in

India .

Do you do field work in India?
Yes, I do.
O.K. this time let me put a capge without any fife in it and then
We will try it with the fm.

We will try one now with the fife.
Upper.
Play one just to get the idea of it and then the upper and then
lower with me. Just to get the idea. We will see what happens

